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Falke 80 No.58
December 14 2013 at 2:25 PM

Tomas Collén  (Login Villiers)

Just got my fourth Falke 80/90 in my hands. It´s a .177 cal and shoots accurate and hard. What´s differ from my earlier Falkes is that the stocking wood never been threated in any way? [linked image] [linked image] [linked image]

 

  Respond to this message   

Author Reply

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Thanks Tomas December 14 2013, 8:09 PM 

Unusual about the stock being unfinished! I suppose there's no sign of treatment even in the detail of the Falke emblem on the left fore end? 
 

I've added the serial no. to the database. Yet another duplicate! The other one with this number is in South Africa. 
 

The stock has some very attractive typical elm grain, which reminds me of this Falke 80 which sold on eGun some years ago: 
 

 
------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
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Tomas Collén
 (Login Villiers)

No 58 December 15 2013, 4:59 PM 

No traces of color in the Logo. [linked image]
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charlie
 (Login eklaf)

Falke 80 serial numbers March 31 2014, 8:27 AM 

Hi All, I have a few falkes, 3 80's S/N 21, 54 and 58 
 I also have a model 70. I am down in Cape Town and have about 30 old springers in my collection. 

 I am still after a 90 and a 60. 
 

Cheers 
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charlie
 (Login eklaf)

Falke 60 March 31 2014, 10:57 AM 

OOPS I have a model 60 as well but need info on the rear site. The base is there but no moving parts. Any help welcome. 
 

Cheers
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charlie
 (Login eklaf)

Falke 80 serial no 58 March 31 2014, 11:20 AM 

Hi All, small world I was browsing and saw pics of the 58 serial number with laminated stock which I bought a few years ago. Self same rifle now in my collection. 
 

 
  Respond to this message   

charlie
 (Login eklaf)

Falk 80 serial no 58 duplicated???? March 31 2014, 5:00 PM 

I see someone else has a falke 80 .177 with S/N 58 Mine is customised with a laminated hard wood stock featured on this site and is 58 for sure.
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Hi Charlie March 31 2014, 6:59 PM 

Yes, if you look here, you will see some duplicates have emerged: 
 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/642126/thread/1332100805/last-1332100805/Falke+80+%26amp%3B+90+serial+no.+database 
 

Can we have pics of your other two Falke 80s if you can't see them elsewhere on the site please? You can email them to me if you like. 

"\"xSQ4Z)FI\\t\""
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